CASE STUDY: CONCEP
ALERT LOGIC® ENABLES CONCEP TO DELIVER

SECURE MARKETING CAMPAIGNS FOR FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES
A key driver to any organization’s growth is effectively building demand for their
offerings; one way to do this is to deliver valuable content that demonstrates their
expertise over longer and more complex sales cycles. As business professionals
are being bombarded with content via email, it can be a challenge to capture
and retain their attention since the inbox is such a busy place.
Concep’s email marketing solutions provide the tools for efficient, targeted, highvalue email marketing. Many of the world’s leading professional and financial
services firms depend on their responsive event workflows and in-depth analytics
to deliver rich, interactive campaigns optimized for any device.
“Our clients are in the legal, property, financial and consulting industries and
these customers have extremely sensitive personal data to keep secure,” said
Paul Goldsmith, IT Infrastructure Manager at Concep.

MEETING HIGH STANDARDS AND COMPLIANCE MANDATES
Paul oversees the internal and external environments at Concep. He is responsible
for maintaining availability and high security standards while meeting ISO 27001
compliance requirements. There were two key drivers that motivated Paul and
his team to seek out a new approach to security and compliance.

ABOUT
Concep is a trusted long-term
partner to over 200 firms globally,
delivering enterprise-wide email
marketing and mobile business
development technology and
supporting services. They believe
that technology, creativity, strategy
and most importantly, people are the
fundamental elements to successful
marketing. Their desire is to partner
with firms who believe in the value
of marketing and to ensure their
customers’ investments deliver the
desired return, ultimately building
real value in their brand.

SOLUTIONS
Alert Logic Threat Manager: A
network based intrusion detection
system and vulnerability scanning
product that monitors network traffic
around the clock in order to identify
known incidents, vulnerabilities and
misconfigurations.
Alert Logic ActiveWatch for Threat
Manager: A managed service that
provides 24x7 monitoring of Alert
Logic Threat Manager, including a
core team of security and compliance
experts that investigate security
incidents identified by the Alert
Logic ActiveAnalytics platform, and
works with each impacted customer
to provide recommendations for
neutralizing threats.
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CONCEP
CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS
Paul’s search for a new approach to security and compliance stemmed from
a discussion with one of Concep’s biggest clients. When the subject turned
to security, it was difficult to extract the necessary data to answer these
questions immediately. This led to a highly inefficient process that created
delays in providing the right information to the client. This was the first
indicator that Concep needed to take a different approach to their security
framework.

C A SE S T U DY

“WITH ALERT LOGIC IN PLACE, WE
RECEIVE REAL-TIME NOTIFICATIONS
OF POTENTIALLY MALICIOUS
ACTIVITY AND CAN TAKE THE
APPROPRIATE STEPS TO PROTECT
OUR DATA. IT’S A MASSIVE PLUS
AND A HEAVY WEIGHT OFF MY MIND
TO HAVE THE ALERT LOGIC TEAM
WATCHING OUR BACKS 24X7.”
- Paul Goldsmith, IT Infrastructure Manager

DATA VISIBILITY
Customers who regularly renew their Concep contracts want to have discussions around platform availability.
Specifically, they want to know if any downtime experienced during their previous contract was the result of any
security issues. Understanding the security posture of the Concep platform gives customers the full visibility they
need to feel confident that their sensitive data is secure.

TRANSFORMING THEIR SECURITY FRAMEWORK
Concep’s security transformation began with Paul looking for a security partner that could detect network threats
and intrusions through an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and perform internal and external vulnerability scanning.
It did not take Concep long to find Alert Logic.
Paul initially considered Alert Logic because he knew that Alert Logic solutions were purpose-built for the Amazon
Web Services (AWS) cloud platform, meaning the solutions could provide deeper insight than a product that was
retrofitted to work in the cloud. Since Concep made the strategic decision to move their datacenter onto AWS
and have over 75% of their entire environment on the AWS cloud, picking a provider that supported AWS was
mandatory.
He also evaluated Trend Micro and some open source offerings but ultimately selected Alert Logic because Alert
Logic was the only company that provided a true managed security service. With Alert Logic, he not only had
the right technology in place to protect his customers’ data but also a team of security experts monitoring his
environment 24x7

CHOOSING ALERT LOGIC FOR THEIR AMAZON WEB SERVICES ENVIRONMENT
There are four reasons that Goldsmith recommends Alert Logic to organizations looking for fast time-to-value IT security
solutions to protect their AWS cloud infrastructure and workloads.

NATIVE PUBLIC CLOUD SECURITY
The Alert Logic Security-as-a-Service (SaaS) delivery model makes it easy to get up and running quickly. All Alert
Logic solutions are purpose-built to secure environments where they reside and protect cloud environments, unlike
competing solutions that are retrofitted to work in AWS.
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MANAGED THREAT DETECTION
Alert Logic SaaS solutions combine advanced technology and security expertise to deliver the features, security
content, and actionable intelligence that organizations need to uncover and remediate active threats that are
affecting their environments.

MANAGED SECURITY
With managed security, Concep gets expert recommendations from the Alert Logic Security Operations Center
24x7. Alert Logic security analysts ensure Concep has the support they need to react to any incidents that Alert
Logic Threat Manager detects.

EXPERTISE
Concep also benefits from the extended security expertise of the Alert Logic team. These GIAC-certified analysts
provide specialized skills that would be difficult for Concep to develop in-house. This is a critical and significant
factor for success when it comes to detecting attacks and defending against them in real-time.

THE RESULT
Concep now has the ability to reassure their clients that they have a comprehensive network threat and intrusion
detection capability as well as a vulnerability scanning solution protecting their sensitive data 24x7. Concep can now
also provide their customers with the visibility they expect regarding their security posture by giving them reports on
potential security issues that were detected by Alert Logic.
“With the 24x7 ActiveWatch for Threat Manager service augmenting the solution, we experienced a positive ROI almost
immediately. A key element was the exceptional training provided by Alert Logic. That’s an extremely valuable offering
which is very rare among software providers. I now know that as we grow, we have a strong security partner in Alert
Logic,” said Goldsmith.

ABOUT ALERT LOGIC
Alert Logic, the leader in security and compliance solutions for the cloud, provides Security-as-a-Service for on-premises,
cloud, and hybrid infrastructures, delivering deep security insight and continuous protection for customers at a lower cost
than traditional security solutions. Fully managed by a team of experts, the Alert Logic Security-as-a-Service solution provides
network, system and web application protection immediately, wherever your IT infrastructure resides. Alert Logic partners with
the leading cloud platforms and hosting providers to protect over 3,500 organizations worldwide. Built for cloud scale, our
patented platform stores petabytes of data, analyses over 400 million events and identifies over 50,000 security incidents each
month, which are managed by our 24×7 Security Operations Center. Alert Logic, founded in 2002, is headquartered in Houston,
Texas, with offices in Seattle, Dallas, Cardiff, Belfast and London. For more information, please visit www.alertlogic.com.
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